The effect of prostaglandins E2 and F2 alpha on carotid blood flow in rats with renovascular hypertension.
The effect of i.v. bolus administration of PGE2 and PGF2 alpha on carotid blood flow (Q) and mean arterial blood pressure (MAP) was recorded in 21 anaesthetized normotensive control (N) and 12 rats with 1K1C renovascular hypertension (RH). From the measured parameters the regional vascular impedance (PVI) and the change in blood volume were calculated. In normotensive animals both PGs elicited a dose-dependent initial fast increase of Q (threshold dose 0.4 ng/kg) and a decrease of MAP and PVI (threshold dose 0.4 micrograms/kg). Subsequently, Q decreased below the initial level. MAP and PVI remained depressed after E2 but increased after F2 alpha. The time course of the Q and MAP responses was analyzed in more detail at a standard dose 4 micrograms/kg. The average time to peak of the first phase was 12 s and of the second approximately 80 s. The initial levels of Q and MAP were reestablished within 3 to 4 minutes. The total volume of carotid blood flow obtained by planimetric integration was unaltered after F2 alpha but depressed after E2. In hypertensive animals both phases of the response to E2 were significantly retarded and the Q response was nearly abolished. On the other hand, the time course of the reaction to F2 alpha was unchanged but the magnitude of the second pressoric phase was reduced. Thus, the capacity of the carotid vascular bed to dilate remains the same in RH while the ability to constrict is limited. It is concluded that the response of MAP and Q to both PGs are relatively independent.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)